Differences in response properties of neurons between two delay-tuned areas in the auditory cortex of the mustached bat.
1. The orientation sound (pulse) of the mustached bat, Pteronotus parnellii parnellii, consists of four harmonics (H1-4), each containing a long constant-frequency component (CF1-4) followed by a short frequency-modulated component (FM1-4). The auditory cortex of this species contains several "combination-sensitive" areas: FM-FM, dorsal fringe (DF), ventral fringe (VF), CF/CF, and H1-H2. The FM-FM, DF, and VF areas each consist of neurons tuned to particular delays of echo FMn (n = 2, 3, or 4) from pulse FM1, and have an echo-delay (target-range) axis. This delay axis is from 0.4 to approximately 18 ms in the FM-FM area, to approximately 9 ms in the DF area, and to approximately 5 ms in the VF area. Therefore we hypothesized that the VF area was more specialized for the processing of range information in the terminal phase of echolocation than was the FM-FM area. The aim of our present studies was to find differences in response properties between neurons with best delays shorter than 6 ms in the VF and FM-FM areas and thus to test our hypothesis. 2. In the terminal phase of target-directed flight, the rate of pulse emission becomes higher, pulse duration (in particular, CF duration) becomes shorter, echo delay becomes shorter, and echoes (both the CF and FM components) are less Doppler shifted. Therefore, a "temporal-pattern-simulating (TPS)" stimulus was designed to mimic the train of pulse-echo pairs that would be heard by the bat during the terminal phase, and responses of single neurons to the TPS stimulus and other types of stimuli were recorded from the VF and FM-FM areas of the auditory cortex of unanesthetized bats with a tungsten-wire microelectrode. 3. Best delays of the neurons studied range between 0.9 and 5.5 ms (2.64 +/- 0.72 ms, N = 181) for the VF area, and between 0.6 and 6.0 ms (3.64 +/- 1.14, N = 144) for the FM-FM area. More neurons in the VF area than those in the FM-FM area showed no response or a poor response to the TPS stimulus. Therefore VF neurons are less suited than neurons in the FM-FM area for processing target ranges in the terminal phase of target-directed flight. Facilitative delay-tuning curves were commonly sandwiched between inhibitory delay-tuning curves. The lack of response or poor response to the TPS stimulus can be explained by this inhibition.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)